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Architecture Gets IntenseFamiliar and unfamiliar architectural experiences. / 
Lina Stergiou.  Around the end of the modernist period, Le Corbusier 
called for a ‘house machine’, i.e. the mass produced house. Mass production, 
standardization and functionalism idealized mechanical bodily movements in 
praise of the new way of life ushered in by the industrial revolution. Humans 
were perceived as being in motion (a perception influenced both by the fast 
new pace of life and the recently-invented automobiles and airplanes) and 
were accommodated in spaces that eased movements, minimized routes and 
saved time. Modernism imagined a motor-powered body and accommodated 
it in open-planned spaces of cool abstraction and disinterested formalism that 
almost seemed to be ‘absent’.
 If architecture had once created neutral spaces where the body moved 
mechanically and worked within them without a direct consciousness of 
its own actions and surroundings, architecture is now attempting to evoke 
dynamic interaction with it. Architecture is no longer detached; on the con-
trary, the architecture I am talking about is seductive and attractively ingenious. 
It seeks to intensify the spatial experience of the user in diverse ways, either 
by creating sensually familiar spaces, or at other times intellectually engag-
ing unfamiliar ones, and even through both together. These architectures do 
not work on a purely visual dimension; they enforce a powerful experience, by 
physically or mentally dislocating the body and stimulating the senses. 
 The examples I will present are on a medium or small scale along with 
interiors so as to reinforce my points. But if these types of architecture were to 
grow in scale and become a type of landmark, thus making one consider their 
peculiarities only through their visual impact, they would differ from what 
Jencks describes as the new icon of the enigmatic signifier.1 For they radi-
cally resist a one word visual description, and even more so metaphors. Their 
form does not recall other forms because their shape is not the case; they may 
be pure orthogonal boxes, or they may be blob-like and still be ‘other’. This 
architecture’s power lies in its ability, even when viewed from the exterior or 
even more through its representational image, to dislocate the body in a physical 
or mental journey. This architecture reacts against any tool from architectural 
criticism. Being closely related to the arts, not only to certain art forms but 
also to art strategies, it requires examination via those tools that are external 
to architecture.
 I understand the roots of these types of architecture as a powerful expe-
rience deriving from some practical concerns, i.e. from promotional strate-
gies by the architect who calls up an artistic type of originality, as well as 
indirectly from the high expectations of the growing real estate industry for 
constant newness and innovation in good or bad-taste that does, however, 
allow the creativity of the field to flourish. Ultimately, though, what boosted 
this dynamic was architecture’s close affiliation with the arts, which in their 
turn have for more than half a century been penetrated by the widespread 
influence of psychoanalysis. The arts and other fields were earlier and perhaps 
more readily pervaded by psychoanalysis – such as literature and the theater, 
as manifested in the theory of perception developed as early as the 1960s at the 
University of Konstanz. In contrast, architecture may have been slower in  
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Swiss Expo 2002: Diller and Scofidio, ‘Blur building’, lake Neuchatel.. 

Ana Mathiou, Site-specific Installation, La Casa Encendida, Madrid 2004. 123



Familiar

Zaha Hadid, hotel room design, Hotel Puerta America, Madrid, 2005. 
Asymptote, ‘Flux Space 3.0’ pavilion in the 2002 Documenta xi.
Zaha Hadid, Guggenheim Museum, Taichung, Taiwan, 2003.
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nox-Lars Spuybroek, ‘Water pavilion h20 Expo’, Neeltjejans, Netherlands, 1994-97.

Melissa Gould, ‘Floor Plan’, four-days installation in the Danube river bank park at Linz, Austria, 1991. >125
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creatively addressing the issue or in theorizing how it might have been influ-
enced or it now affects its own production.2 The ‘libidinal forces’ of architec-
ture are ultimately apparent and manifest today, and do not emerge through 
a direct and timely contact with these theories per se but through the arts. 
Moreover, this attachment has led to the point that one cannot discern 
whether a product belongs to the field of art or of architecture. Diller and 
Scofidio’s ‘Blur building’ at Lake Neuchatel, set up for the Swiss Expo 2002, 
is an example of the merging of these boundaries, not only in terms of its daz-
zling cloud effect but also its ephemeral nature.
Architectures as a familiar experience.  The warmly familiar architectural 
environment of which I shall speak first may well derive from the art form 
of installations. Terence Riley may have been correct when he noted in 1995 
that ‘the pervasive presence in contemporary culture of film, television, video, 
and computer screens, representing a unique sensibility of light movement, 
and information, should find its way into architecture’.3 However, the entry 
of architecture into those concerns was mostly the result of those very artis-
tic concerns, which were gradually diffusing into space and becoming envi-
ronments and literally architecture themselves.4 From as early as 1975, Dan 
Graham was working with video installations in relation to architecture. The 
artist Melissa Gould created the ‘Floor Plan’, a scale 1:1 building outline illu-
minated by fluorescent light tubes and accompanied by an audio production, 
which was installed in 1991 in Linz. Thus I understand architecture’s concerns 
to take flux into account, or to include diffusion and illusion in a way that 
almost dislocates the body into an otherworldly yet real and purposeful space, 
as putting daily life into art aesthetics and philosophy that was already there. 
Architecture adds the right function into installation aesthetics or else, selects 
installation tools and techniques for a warm, enticing effect. Examples are 
endless, since architecture benefits greatly from this coalition. This is because 
installation is able to create an ‘atmosphere’: a spatially fragmented yet potent 
experience of an exciting or deceptive environment assisted by colors and col-
ored lights. The body is displaced to a place of leisure and relaxation, dream 
and illusion.
 The ‘atmosphere’ mentioned above is strengthened considerably when 
space adopts the vocabulary of shapeless comforting creations, first called 
blobs. Such formal language is, depending on its scale and effectiveness, one 
of the most arresting for the senses. Deriving from the ability of computer 
technology to manipulate it as if it were plastic matter and thus referring to 
nothing other than itself and eluding mental associations, these fluid objects, 
with arresting orchestrations of form, point directly to the senses. Indeed, 
familiar architectures are continuously receiving a positive response. It is not 
difficult to understand why. Simply ask a friend what form she or he would 
prefer for a piece of furniture in their house. A rectangular form would never 
be chosen over a curved one, unless the individuals making the choice have 
a certain level of education or are familiar with the arts.  Rectangular forms 
tend to resist any spontaneous intuition that might comprehend their beauty, 
and require a kind of prior understanding of the rules and objectives through 
which the object is produced in order to be appreciated.
 On the contrary, curves are instinctively preferred. This is because  
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Unfamiliar

Ex-Studio, ‘Tambabox’, Tambacounda, Senegal.

Herzog and de Meuron, Winery, Yountville, usa, 1998. 
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they have the ability to relax, or rather, tame the severe critical conscious mind 
and make one feel protected. Moreover, these environments refer to dreams. 
And dreams are the spaces that aspire to satisfy our desires. They are the place 
where forbidden and repressed desires are reconciled and collaborate with the 
conscious mind. It can therefore be said that they reinstate wholeness5, or 
are the reminiscent of the primal wholeness which has been disrupted by the 
repressions imposed by civilization.6 For these reasons, architectures using 
curves or membranes, spaces with dreamy qualities that surround the body, 
water as part of space’s material quality – from simply pools to more imagi-
native solutions, are preferred and are more readily acceptable to the archi-
tecturally uninformed public. It is not therefore, strange that Zaha Hadid 
has gradually softened her sharp formal assertiveness, as in the Guggenheim 
Museum schema in Taichung, so as to produce an equally vibrant but more 
liquid and familiar end product. This might well be a natural evolution of her 
architectural language related to pure architectural concerns, but it could just 
as well indicate a good nose for the public’s preferences. Architecture, in the 
final analysis, addresses issues of human nature, and, by adopting the qual-
ity of the warmly familiar, some spaces make up for psychological issues of 
‘separation’.7 From a different point of view, architecture might just be living 
at the heart of its era, portrayed by comfort and convenience; yet, as seen from 
another perspective, architecture might in these cases merely be calling up its 
powers of seduction. 
Architecture as an unfamiliar experience.  While the above architectures by 
pointing directly to the senses soothe the alertness of the mind, these indicate 
its activation and call upon our power of attentive recognition, thus posing 
a puzzle. The quest to create an object that is compelling is common today 
among architects; an object that is peculiar in its manipulation of form, mate-
rials, patterns, and surfaces. The quest for innovation is not only applied to 
construction methods or materials simply for their own sake, but also to cre-
ate peculiar mind-engaging experiences for the user. However, it seems to me 
that it is not necessarily what is new that activates the intellectual process of 
understanding and appreciation.
 The ‘new’ can well point directly to the senses, as do the very new liq-
uid architectures described above. It is only those new objects that refer to a 
known element, albeit one that cannot be clearly identified, which are able to 
awaken the intellectual process needed to solve the puzzle.
 The Unfamiliar is, according to Freud, not the appearance of an 
unknown element, but the return of a familiar one that belongs to the past, 
and has been repressed and marginalized.8 The unfamiliar is like a puzzle to 
be solved. When it appears, our conscious mind ceases its mechanical opera-
tions of habit in favor of attentive recognition9, which activates memory 
operations. Moreover, since the mind uses spatial metaphors to visualize its 
mental structures, the strategy of being out of place, of being ‘other’, of mak-
ing known and marginalized elements from the past become experienced in 
a new way, constitutes an enriching mental space. Unfamiliar spaces can call 
forth creative and restructuring developments of the mind.
 This mind-engaging type of architecture is, for example, achieved by 
recombining existent materials in a new way; or by displacing them. Consider  
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those that are comprehensible but 
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of Melanie Klein. Springfield, 
Illinois (Charles c. Thomas 
Publisher) 1984, pp. 3-4.
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fit the present. This he described 
as ‘attentive recognition’. Henri 
Bergson, Matter and Memory, n.m. 
Paul and w.s. Palmer (trans), New 
York (Zone Books) 1991, pp. 92-108. >
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the rock-wall of Herzog and de Meuron in the Winery in Yountville. The 
stones and the stone-walls are ordinary; but these rock-filled steel gabions 
imaginatively remix what we have seen before, producing an original solution. 
Think of the ‘Curtain Wall house’ of Shigeru Ban in Tokyo. The displace-
ment of a regular curtain, an interior decoration material, to the exterior of 
the building, in a way that wraps it literally and in a ghost-like manner, sur-
prises. Unfamiliar architecture can subvert the expected. In Kasuyo Sejima’s 
‘Villa in the Woods’ in China everything appears peacefully well done; its 
scale fits harmoniously with the forest, the relatively rough surfaces create a 
fine, raw dialogue with their natural context. But, a surprise follows: an odd 
mass with a bright window projecting out and following a building imperative 
that is different from the rest making you assume that it encloses the major 
public space of the gallery/house. Yet, you are proved wrong; this is the most 
private room – the bathroom.
 This architectural gesture not only astounds but it shifts our under-
standing of the private/public dichotomy as well as dramatically affecting 
perceptions of the body and its taboos. Architecture can intellectually engage 
us also by distorting the scale of the building. It thus decreases the ability of 
the viewers to comprehend the real dimensions of space as well as of their 
own body. This consequently creates uncertainty. Unfamiliar architectures 
can distort an existing formal language; or by recompose more of them. Observe 
oma’s ‘Casa da Música’ in Porto; its form cannot easily be classified within 
the acknowledged repertoire of forms, neither in architecture nor in art. It is 
a cube, yet it is twisted; it is orthogonal, yet its edges are cut. It is a strange 
object which calls our attention. In other words: it is unfamiliar. See Steven 
Holl’s chapel in the University of Seattle, Washington: it engages the eye as 
much by being reminiscent of something as by remaining unrecognizable. 
It therefore calls us upon to examine if and where have we seen something 
similar before. A clue is, in fact, provided but only if one is able to divide 
the building into its separate parts: the rectangular mass, standard in mod-
ern architecture, and in the arched masses, standard in Po-mo or traditional 
architecture. The peculiar recombination of known elements, yet those that 
are not easily identifiable, might make us describe it as ‘strange’, ‘bizarre’, 
‘unfamiliar’.
 Ultimately my overall intention is to present a current architectural ten-
dency, which points to evoking an intense experience that affects the body 
or arouses the senses. This consequently means presenting those unfamiliar 
architectures that are able to provoke a physical sensation or stimulate senses 
other than the pure visual along their mental journey. Indeed, only some of 
these types of architecture do the above. Shigeru Ban’s house in Tokyo is one 
such example. The soft and ethereal curtain, displaced to the exterior still 
holds and even more accentuates its inherent sensual quality. Ban so arrives at 
an end product, which is sensitive to the touch and is moreover able to virtu-
ally evoke hearing when the curtains have flapped. Kasuyo Sejima’s ‘Villa in 
the woods’ is another example. It dislocates the unprotected body to the room 
most open to exterior view; unless perceptions of the space or body change, 
this room shall always remain ‘other’ and the body repeatedly dislocated. 
Future Systems rendered the smoothly undulating facade of the Selfridges >
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LiTraCon block is the invention of a young Hungarian architect Áron Losonci. It is a kind of intelligent concrete comprised  
of thousands of fibers running side by side which transmit light while having similar performance with solid concrete blocks. 
Jewel shop, Berlin.er 2005.
oma, ‘Casa da Música’, Porto, Portugal, 2005.
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building with a newly developed material that seems to be close to some kind 
of decorative sequins on fabric used for clothing. It is a mentally sensual one, 
yet rather frozen. ‘Herzog and de Meuron’s work has infused architecture 
with an aesthetic energy that engages the beholder through both sensorial and 
intellectual pleasure’.10 The Allianz Arena in Munich, though large in scale 
and massive, is able to arouse the sense of touch by using an exterior cladding 
material that recalls a type of quilting.
 These familiar and unfamiliar architectures which I have detailed are 
certainly photogenic; indeed they create a strong visual impact, yet they 
combine it with an equally sturdy experiential one. Part of their experiential 
dimension is in the mind-engaging unfamiliar architectures deriving from our 
visual perception.  However vision is obviously what first recalls the rest of the 
senses and this visual arousal of the senses is as powerful as the physical one.  
Putting it in another way, some of the presented architectures are able to cre-
ate an intense physical experience and sensitization of the senses. Some others 
have the equally strong ability to call up the power of our visual perception 
so as to evoke touch, smell, or hearing as well as to send us traveling mentally. 
Living a good part of our lives in a virtual world this manner of wandering 
and ‘sensing’ is particularly interesting. The mostly mentally sensual poster of 
the ‘Touch Me’ exhibition at the London v&a museum might be good proof 
of that. 
Where else does the power of these architectures lie? The architectures 
I have described above have a clear tendency to engage their beholders and 
evoke a dynamic interaction with them. This is hardly irrelevant to the focus 
of architects on the effect their project has on its audience. The power of the 
project to influence is a vital part of how it is promoted to the client and the 
public, as well as to fellow architects. And this promotion is not differentiated 
today when it addresses each of these diverse groups, as the gap between the 
architectural worlds’ need to further the theory and history of the profession 
interfaces with public sentiment. High and low cultures merge, as in all areas 
of our lives. We see this in the role that public opinion plays in major politi-
cal decisions – opinion polls bombard us daily. We watch it in the way televi-
sion programs are formulated – programs based on television viewership. We 
read or hear it in the content of the mass media – that is based on circulation 
figures. Not only architecture, but all forms of cultural production take the 
public into account either as an edifying cultural entity that hints at certain 
directions or that is of interest to the individual as a psychological entity.
 Familiar architectures bridge the gap between high and low culture by 
combining high aesthetics and a sophisticated implementation with a gen-
eral yearning for comfort or bodily protection. These architectures gain their 
power by adopting a strategy of seduction that engages the audience – the 
public, users, clients and developers as well as fellow architects – through the 
senses. In contrast to the above architectures, the unfamiliar ones attempt to 
impose codes on the wider audience that are internal to the arts. By directly 
molding human conduct and reforming thought, they exercise a definite 
power over the public. But these are also the precise reasons they are not read-
ily acceptable to the public. Their final acceptance and secret power derive 
from adopting an artistic strategy: they employ innovation as artistic merit, 
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the architects assume a profile which is daring or is that of an artistic genius 
and use the right type of promotion to insure wide acceptance. This includes 
the use of fluent oration, curators, and public relations. In addition to the 
above, they employ tools so as to make their inherently provocative nature 
look appealing. They enrich their vigorous intellectual powers with sensual 
or pleasant elements: they incorporate for example vivid colors, light effects, 
warm or shiny materials, or materials that refer to a spirited condition such as 
water, plants or flowers. In this way while preserving their unfamiliar nature, 
which encumbers instinctual acceptance, and yet engages an intellectual rap-
port, they finally arrive at a product which is agreeable and appealing to the 
broad public.
 Do these architectures simply derive from a strategy that takes the gen-
eral cultural condition into account, enabling them to dominate cultural 
production? Does their intention to acquire power, and even more so does the 
revealing of their strategies for affecting us dispossess the pedestal on which 
they stand? Are they the Sirens that attract the individual response often 
involving an intense investment of feeling? 
 In deciding to remain realistic, we shall acknowledge that society is not 
based on consensus. It is fractured by a variety of groups possessing differ-
ent kinds of cultural, economic and social capital. Conflicting and opposing 
forces continuously attempt to overwhelm one another. In such a battlefield, 
architectures have their tools for acquiring power. In deciding to find peace 
with ourselves and the world around us, we shall discern what these archi-
tectures offer us: perhaps pleasure, delight, warmth, intellectual rapport. It is 
soothing and stimulating and once we are aware of it we may allow ourselves 
to be carried away.
 In deciding, however, to see things in their true perspective, we acknowl-
edge that these architectures are nice decorative elements amidst the more 
serious problems that architecture can address. Like works of art, seductive 
architectures are desired luxury items; they are not needed in states of poverty 
or war, nor indeed by the eighty-five percent of the world population existing 
under substandard living conditions. Setting these architectures on a pedes-
tal, regarding them as either compelling or seductively dangerous, attaches 
onto them an overstated importance that may indicate a clouded, wider per-
spective. Keeping the bigger picture alive does not necessarily mean design-
ing only for weaker social groups, responding to ‘emergency’ situations or, 
even more, providing housing in countries where it is direly needed. It might 
simply suggest avoiding mystifying architects and architectures like those 
presented; avoiding being overwhelmed by architectural attributes that the 
architectural culture and media tend to overstate. Keeping the bigger picture 
alive might merely imply that we move beyond the myths we cultivate for fur-
thering the profession; old myths as well as new legends. For some early relief, 
I suggest that we start by demystifying Le Corbusier, and then continue with 
the new iconic paradigms as well as the engaging experiences of the presented 
architectures. By avoiding attaching supernatural dimensions to their powers 
we keep our perception and understanding in the right perspective; by obliter-
ating myths we become perceptive; and by destroying our own myth we gain 
ultimate insight..
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